
Current Tuition Information: 
Take advantage of early bird tuition  
through October 24, 2015! 

M-Joy Integrative Seminar 
Saturday-Sunday 
Early Bird Tuition: $450.00 
Tuition After 10/31/15: $500.00 
 
Member (M-Joy Graduate) Tuition* 
Early Bird Tuition: $400.00 
Tuition After 10/31/15: $450.00 
*Member pricing applies ONLY 
if you have previously attended 
an M-Joy Seminar. 

M-Joy Integrative Seminar* 
Experience The Joy Of Being 
San Diego/Del Mar, California 
November 14-15, 2015 

Venue:
DoubleTree by Hilton San Diego-Del Mar
11915 El Camino Real
San Diego, CA 92130

There is no prerequisite for the M-Joy Integrative* 
Seminar. This course qualifies toward ME PC 
certification and maintenance. 
 
*Developed, taught, and owned by Melissa Joy Jonsson 
 and Heart-Field Productions®  
 
*Presented by the Institute of Harmonic  
 Resonance Technology. 
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M-JOY INTEGRATIVE 
Invitation To PLAY and EXPERIENCE 

M-Joy Integrative Seminar*

Melissa Joy Jonsson 
Instructor

Come PLAY in the WE Experience! Activate True Authentic Power (TAP) from the field of the heart as 
a catalyst for interactive reality creation, manifestation, and experience. Immerse yourself and inte-
grate in 24 Fields of Flow, Fulfillment, Abundance, and Joy as an everyday, every-way experience.

Command Field Flow

Everything is You in relation to…Everything. Join Melissa Joy and other heart-minded individuals in 
a shared Love Hologram to discover the power of commanding Field Flow so you may consistently 
choose your resonant experience. Just Choose.

Many life experiences are the result of the Fields we are in resonance with. When we resonate in 
fields of fear, lack, separation, and limitation, our lives will reflect accordingly. When we resonate in 
fields of love, abundance, unity and expansion, our lives mirror this, too.

COURSE DESCRIPTION
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Commanding Field Flow is more than a change of vibrational frequency. In this seminar we will map 
the art and science of commanding Field Flow to transform all that we relate to and experience. 
Change our Field resonance in the Love Hologram and everything can change.

Heart of it All

‘M-Joy Integrative’ focuses on commanding the power of the field of the heart (heart-centered aware-
ness) and Information Fields that flow into the experience of reality. Experience a complete way of 
Being and Relating that enables you to consistently mind your state in a state of love that you do not 
mind at All.

This interactive experiential seminar is about more than developing positive thoughts and beliefs, be-
cause WE are much more than thoughts or beliefs. We are the Heart of it All, unified with everything. 
We are consciousness in action expressing as interconnected waves of grace. We are patterns of 
light streaming through fields of information torsioned together through the hologram of love. We are 
light. We are torsion fields. We are eternally spiraling and when we change our spin, we change our 
experience.

Limitations as Springboards

We are indeed limitless beings, and yet we may continue to encounter limitations in our lives. Though 
limitations are not inherently good or bad, how we “relate” to limitations often creates dissatisfaction, 
confusion, and a lack of Joy in Being.

Even if we are having experiences that might look and feel like limitations, we are still not truly limited 
by these experiences. Learn to recognize that all limitations can serve as platforms for awareness, 
springboards to launch us on a trajectory toward the realization of our true magnificence.

True Authentic Self (TAS)

Conscious integration of limitless potential with the perceived experience of limitations is the liberating 
experience of embodying True Authentic Self (TAS). This experience is not fantasy. This fanTAStic ex-
perience is an available reality when we Open awareness to it. Choose to Open to TAS and connect 
to 24 Fields of Love.

Everything Is Connection

This seminar enables resonant recognition of our inherent completion, noticed and experienced 
through connection with 24 Fields of Love. Connect with True Authentic Self (TAS), experience True 
Authentic Relating, and discover the power of inherent creative intelligence to manifest True Authentic 
Desires into actualized experiences. Master the manifestation process.

Integration

Embody completion by integrating sacred feminine and masculine aspects of oneself through power-
ful Information Fields. This integration as completion is realized as an every day experience that is 
not exclusively sacred, nor exclusively feminine or masculine. WE are All-inclusive. The experience 
of integration IS the experience of embodying who we truly are, not how we have been conditioned to 
be. We are already complete. Integration is recognition of completion. Integration is inclusion. Integra-
tion is the power to choose how to spin with Joy in our shared love hologram.

Platforms for Creation and Placeholders

By interacting, integrating, playing with, and experiencing twenty-four powerful Fields of Love shared 
in this seminar, we enter into recognition and acceptance of our ability to peacefully and joyfully thrive 
as limitless beings having experiences that appear as limitations. We will recognize that limitations 
are not really limiting; rather, limitations are direct extensions of that limitless nature that is our core 
essence. Limitations and limitlessness are not separate—they are connected, as everything is.

(Continued)

(Course Description - Continued)
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With this recognition of connection, we will notice limitations as placeholders. Limitations as place-
holders may resemble problems, conditions, and dis-eases. However, at the level of holographic inter-
active reality creation, we realize everything as simply fields of information that we may be resonating 
with (or connected to), thus creating specific experiences.

Physics of Personal Power 

When we unplug our connection to grids of limitation, or modify our resonance and choose a different 
connection, there is a physics that supports the unfolding of a completely different experience.  Thus, 
through the twenty-four Fields shared in this seminar, we are invited to reclaim and amplify personal 
power so we can create and manifest extraordinary lives.

Personal power is not power over anything or anyone. Personal power is an inner stance and dance 
with grace. Personal power is a function of establishing a coherent connection to our limitless poten-
tial, through the unified heart, and then congruently aligning awareness with fields of love that allow 
for flow, flexibility, freedom, joy, abundance, and authenticity to unfold in all that we experience.

WE Experience as Community

Personal power is not a me experience. Personal power is a WE experience. Personal power is a 
function of unifying grace that is inclusive, collaborative, and communal. Personal power is relational, 
where we optimally express ourselves as authentic individuals in community (calm-unity), and that 
which benefits one benefits all.

Spiralglyphics

‘Spiralglyphics’ is a language of love, light, and spin shared and experienced in M-Joy Teachings. This 
language is not necessarily something to comprehend only with the mind. Rather, this language of 
unity and inner knowing is something to be revealed and experienced as an ongoing dance with the 
universe, spun through the eternal gateway of the boundless heart.

Come embody this information as a Whole way of being and experiencing your Love Hologram. Re-
discover You in relation to…Everything. Reclaim the Joy Of Being as authenticity and integrity.

PLAY in Fields of Love

Embrace True Authentic Power and Leverage 24 Holographic Fields of Love to create, relate, and 
integrate All experiences.

This class is open to EveryOne. Presence and curiosity are all that is required for you to benefit from 
this seminar. These Fields will meet us wherever WE are in our journey of interactive reality creation 
to provide a foundation of expansion. Come PLAY in this dynamic ever-evolving life transforming 
seminar. See you soon and Always in our shared Love Hologram!

In-Joy! 
 
 

Melissa Joy

 
 

(Course Description - Continued)

Upon completion of attendance and participation in this workshop students will receive a certificate 
of completion. This course qualifies torward ME PC certification and maintenance. For complete ME 
PC maintenance requirements please see: http://www.matrixenergetics.com/Practitioners.aspx 
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VENUE:
DoubleTree by Hilton San Diego-Del Mar
11915 El Camino Real
San Diego, CA 92130 
1-858-481-5900 
 
Free Parking

SCHEDULE:
Saturday November 14th 
10:00 am to 5:30 pm
(with a ninety minute lunch break)
Doors open for registration at 9:30 am.
 
Sunday November 15th 
9:30 am to 5:30 pm 
(with a ninety minute lunch break) 
Doors open at 9:00 am. 
 
 

HOTEL INFORMATION:
DoubleTree by Hilton San Diego-Del Mar
11915 El Camino Real
San Diego, CA 92130 
 
Please make your reservation early to guarantee your stay.

Website for reservations and hotel information:

www.doubletreesandiegodelmar.com

 
There are also three additional hotels within walking distance, located less than one block from the 
seminar venue. 

Hampton Inn San Diego/Del Mar 
11920 El Camino Real, San Diego, California, 92130, (858)-792-5557 

Marriott Del Mar
11966 El Camino Real, San Diego, CA 92130, (858)-523-1700

Residence Inn San Diego Del Mar 
3525 Valley Centre Dr, San Diego, CA 92130  (858) 481-8800 
 

http://www.doubletreesandiegodelmar.com
http://hamptoninn3.hilton.com/en/hotels/california/hampton-inn-san-diego-del-mar-SANDLHX/index.html
http://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/sandm-san-diego-marriott-del-mar/
http://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/sandl-residence-inn-san-diego-del-mar/
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Melissa Joy Jonsson 
Instructor

Melissa has a bachelor’s degree in psychology from the University of California at Santa Barbara. 
She completed graduate studies at Pepperdine University’s Graziado School of Business and 
Management.

She is sought after as a respected published author and as a frequent guest speaker on global 
radio broadcasts. Melissa is well known for her eloquent articulation and personal accessibility on 
both nationally and internationally recognized social media platforms.

Melissa Joy is passionate about inspiring every other person to realize his or her True Authentic 
Self (TAS) with practical, creative, and powerful wisdom that she embodies every day. She enjoys 
long runs near the ocean in San Diego, reading, hanging out with friends, and sharing with people 
the joyful journey of living their infinite potential. To learn more about M-Joy, please visit:  
http://www.mjoyheartfield.com/.

Melissa Joy Jonsson
Melissa Joy Jonsson (M-Joy) is best known for her ability to engage 
people from all over the world to embrace their True Authentic Power 
through accessing universal consciousness by playing in the field of the 
heart. She has a unique perspective on how we are able to experience 
living joyfully and loving completely from a state of grace.

Melissa has been teaching popular life-transformational seminars around 
the globe since 2008. She is the founder and instructor of the “M-Joy Of 
Being” seminar series, a unifying movement in consciousness dedicated 
to exploring and expanding heart-centered awareness and practical per-
sonal empowerment for everyone. Prior to creating a career she loves, 
she spent almost fifteen years as an executive in the pharmaceutical 
industry.

ABOUT THE INSTRUCTOR


